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ABOUT US

 Founded in 2007 by Antonio Teoli 

 Located in Los Angeles and São Paulo 

 Over 400 projects scored 

 Awarded-winning professionals 

 More than 20 collaborators around the world 

 …and growing!



CORE TEAM

Founder of Andromeda 
Sound and known as the 
Brazilian pioneer on 
game music, Antonio 
Teoli is an awarded 
composer that since 
2003, has worked as 
Composer, Sound 
Designer and Audio 
Director for Devworks, 
Hoplon Infotainment, We 
Love Quiz and Samsung 
Black River Studios.

Pianist, clarinetist, 
maestro, arranger and 
orchestrator, Jether 
Garotti's careers expands 
to 37 years composing 
music for films, TV and 
Radio. 
 
Some of his musical notes 
can be listened on "Meu 
pedacinho de chão", 
"Velho Chico" e "Dois 
Irmãos", from Globo TV 
under the direction of Tim 
Rescala.

Grammy winning-award 
and known for his 
proficiency in the guitar, 
Juninho Afram was 
described by specialized 
magazines as one of the 
best Brazilian guitar 
players. 
 
Juninho is also a former 
musical teacher at IG&T 
with Kiko Loureiro, 
founder of Oficina G3.

Audio Designer with 9+ 
years’ experience in 
game audio and other 
medias - film, animation, 
advertising, music 
market.  

Webster has several 
games already published 
including Horizon Chase 
and Wonderbox for 
Apple Arcade. 

Antonio Teoli 
Director and Composer

Jether Garotti Junior 
Composer and Orchestrator

Juninho Afram 
Composer and Guitarist 

Giovane Webster 
Sound Designer



SERVICES & CLIENTS



SERVICES

 Music Composing (Interactive or Linear) 

 Sound Design 

 Live Recording 

 Orchestration and Mockup 

 Voice Over (EN, PT-BR, ES) 

 Mixing and Mastering 

 Implementation (Fmod, Wwise, Xcode, Unreal and Unity)



CLIENTS



PROJECTS



CREATED BY US



The most complete online school with hundreds 
of students and multi-language courses

The biggest audio summit in Brazil in 
partnership with companies around the globe

Hundreds of indigenous instruments recorded 
and released as a powerful tool for composers

www.GameAudioSchool.com

www.HollywoodAudioSummit.com

www.TheAmazonic.com
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WHY ANDROMEDA?

We are very proud to 
have a team who can 
extract the best musical 
notes from your color 
palette, memorable 
melodies from your story, 
creative arrangements 
from your visual direction 
and more! 
 
At Andromeda, we 
believe that every 
element from your game/
film, counts!

Whether your project 
needs a retro 8-bit chip 
tune music, a live 
orchestral recording or a 
5.1 soundscape, we are 
prepared to deliver you 
the best audio 
experience for you! 
 
Did we mention that we 
can also implement the 
audio directly in your 
game engine or using a 
middleware? 
 
Yes, we can!

Deadlines can be tighter 
and might put your game 
launch or film release at 
risk. 
 
At Andromeda, we work 
with tools that guarantee 
an optimizable 
production management 
and a clear 
communication between 
our team and yours. 
 
Also, we do not delay 
deliveries. Ever! Ever!!!

Monthly payments, local 
currencies, wire transfers, 
bitcoins or rev share? 
 
We are proud to say that 
our philosophy and 
goals, are to make sure 
that every great game/
film receives an awesome 
soundtrack and we will 
do our best to fit your 
budget and needs!

Great Sound.  
Greater Experience

Any Type of Sound. 
Any Kind of Project

Tight Deadlines? 
We’re game

Payment Options? 
We got you



LET’S WORK TOGETHER

Antonio Teoli 
 
+1 213 298-1096 
www.AndromedaSound.com  
contact@andromedasound.com

@soundandromeda

/soundandromeda

http://www.AndromedaSound.com
mailto:contact@andromedasound.com

